Need help or can help others?
Join your neighbors on Mayo.

- Grocery runs
- Share extra supplies like toilet paper & hand sanitizer
- Sanity check on your neighbors
- Organize a musical concert on your patios
- Fix a flat tire
- Print Amazon return labels

1. **Download** Mayo by scanning the QR code
2. **Send a Mayo post** to request or offer quick help
3. **People nearby** have up to 1 hour to reply
4. **Arrange details, complete the ask, and share a smile!**

Learn more at www.heymayo.com

Support local restaurants by joining the Spread Kindness program here: [www.heymayo.com/spreadkindness](http://www.heymayo.com/spreadkindness)

- **EASY**
  - NO signing up
- **ALTRUISTIC**
  - Share kindness
- **HYPERLOCAL**
  - Goes where you go